THE WORLD IS YOUR CLASSROOM
Be it visiting historical monuments, walking through nature or bargaining with a local shop keeper, traveling offers a special kind of learning & education which cannot be learned in a classroom or in front of a computer.

Besides offering fun and adventure, traveling also teaches real-life skills like team-work, leadership, empathy, and decision making to young adults. Travel opens up a complete different world for the always curious and inquisitive mind!!
EduTrail: your partner in learning

EduTrail is a student travel company providing theme based educational journeys. Our programs are a perfect complement to classroom learning. All our programs are based on the tenet that knowledge is best grained through travel, exposure and experience.

We are a team of professionals, travellers, educators and entrepreneurs. Our focus is to provide experiential learning through unique travel programs.

Our approach to learning:
Engage, Collaborate, Learn

- Introduction to new cultures, languages and people
- Fun and engaging group activities
- Subject linked / theme based journeys
- Developing real-life skills
- Encouraging curiosity & creativity
- In-school workshops before journey
- Pre & Post journey – sharing experiences with peers & family
- Customized journeys
Classroom to outdoor experience

We offer unique educational programs for domestic and international travel. Through our programs students not only gain new perspective, but also, learn to appreciate different cultures. Our tailor-made itineraries offer children great exposure and valuable experiences.

Our programs focus on the following:

- HOLISTIC GROWTH
- TIME MANAGEMENT
- SELF-REALIZATION
- CREATIVITY
- COMMUNICATION
- TEAM BUILDING

OUR THEME BASED JOURNEYS:

- Science & Space
- Art & History
- Photography
- Cultural Immersion
- Community Service
- Language
- Sports
- Nature Nurture
- Performing Arts

Best in class service provider

We are a one stop shop for all travel services. We have partnered with reputable hotels, coach companies, airlines, and sightseeing companies, with a track record of servicing international students.

- Well trained & traveled journey leaders
- High standard of safety
- Regular update through an in-house tracking system
- Continuous support – Pre & Post Travel
- Mandatory travel insurance
- Professional & experience staff

Customize your school journey

1. Select a theme
2. Select an age group
3. Select a budget
4. Select a destination

The world is a book, and those who do not travel read only a page – Saint Augustine
Contact us for your next journey
Phone: +91- 9958477227 / 011-46524545
Email: info@edutrail.in
Website: www.edutrail.in

Registered office:
Ochre World Adventure Private Limited
227, G/F, Katwaria Sarai, Near Qutab Institutional Area, New Delhi - 110016